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"ohayoo" ooki na koe o dashite
machi ni deyoo
nemurenai yoru wa asa made kakete
sawaizyaoo itsu datte
HAME o hazushite warai tobasoo
ashita ni yume, hukuramasete

"Good Morning" you say in a loud voice
Let's go into the streets.
In the restless night until morning,
you always seem make noise.
Remove the walls and your laughter seems to go
through.
Your dream can expand towards tomorrow.

tsumannai toki, issyo ni hurikitte
egao kagayakasoo
chotto dake tsuyoku naroo to harikitte
HAATO ugokaseba WOW WOW WOW WOW
tanoshiku nareru kara

When it's boring times, shake and wave about
together.
Your smiles seem to shine.
Do your best to become just a bit stronger.
If you can set your heart in motion, wow wow wow wow.
Because it can become fun.

HAATO ga KARAPPU ni narisoo na
toki wa yonde
gochisoo tabeta dake de choppiri
shiawase da to omoeru yo
itsu de mo eiyoo manten de
ashita ni mukawanakuttya ne

The times when your heart seems to become empty,
call out.
All you did was eat a feast and
you appear to be a teeny bit happier!
You'll always get a full serving of nutrition and
won't have to face tomorrow, right?
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itsu mo itsu mo "genki" nante dare datte
ari wa shinai kedo
itsu mo itsu mo "genki" dashite ganbatte
HAATO ugokaseba WOW WOW WOW WOW
yukeru yo

(As for) always, always being in high spirits; nobody
has done it but,
always, always, do your best and show high spirits.
If you can set your heart in motion, wow wow wow wow.
You can go!

tsumannai toki, issyo ni hurikitte
egao kagayakasoo

When it's boring times, shake and wave about
together.
Your smiles seem to shine.

chotto dake tsuyoku naroo to harikitte
HAATO ugokaseba

Do your best to become just a bit stronger.
If you can set your heart in motion

itsu mo itsu mo "genki" nante dare datte
ari wa shinai kedo

(As for) always, always being in high spirits; nobody
has done it but,

itsu mo itsu mo "genki" dashite ganbatte
HAATO ugokaseba WOW WOW (sekai ichi) WOW WOW
(tobikiri ni)
tanoshiku nareru kara

always, always, do your best and show high spirits.
If you can set your heart in motion, wow wow (the best
in theworld) wow wow (be the best)
Because it can become fun.
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